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Two new Mn15 clusters consisting of a supertetrahedron which is incorporated in a loop are reported.
The reactions of [Mn(O2 CEt)2 ]·2H2 O with the diols 1,3-propanediol (H2 pd) or 2-methyl-1,3propanediol (H2 mpd) in the presence of KX (X = CN- , Cl- , Br- , NO3 - , ClO4 - , OCN- , SCN- ) afforded
compounds [Mn15 K(m4 -O)4 (O2 CEt)11 (pd)12 (py)2 ] (1) and [Mn15 K(m4 -O)4 (O2 CEt)11 (mpd)12 (py)2 ] (2). The
structural core of 1 and 2 consists of a Mn11 loop and a Mn9 K supertetrahedron sharing a Mn5 triangle.
To the best of our knowledge, the structural motif of a supertetrahedron incorporated in a loop appears
for the ﬁrst time in metal cluster chemistry. Variable-temperature, solid-state direct current (dc)
magnetic susceptibility studies in the 300–5 K range showed that the c M T value increases with
decreasing T suggesting the existence of predominant ferromagnetic exchange interactions and a
relatively large ground state spin. This was conﬁrmed by ﬁeld-variable temperature magnetization
measurements which were ﬁtted using a matrix diagonalization method to give S ~ 23/2, g = 1.92(1)
and D = -0.071(2) cm-1 . In addition, compound 1 displays frequency-dependent alternating current
(ac) signals suggesting single-molecule magnetism (SMM) behaviour. This was proven by
magnetization vs. dc ﬁeld sweeps on single-crystals of 1·0.7py·1.3MeCN, which displayed sweep rateand temperature-dependent hysteresis loops.

1.

Introduction

Polynuclear Mn clusters continue to attract signiﬁcant attention
mainly due to their aesthetically pleasing structures and also
their relevance to many areas including bioinorganic chemistry
and materials science.1,2 In the bioinorganic area, a number of
Mn carboxylate clusters have been prepared to model the Mn4
complex that is present in the active site of photosystem II and
is responsible for the light-driven oxidation of water to molecular
O2 .1 The interest from the materials science point of view has been
stimulated by the discovery that [Mn12 O12 (O2 CMe)16 (H2 O)4 ] can
function as a single domain magnetic particle at low temperatures,
displaying magnetization hysteresis and quantum tunneling of the
magnetization (QTM).2 This discovery initiated the ﬁeld of molecular nanomagnetism, and such molecules have since been termed
single-molecule magnets (SMMs).2 A SMM derives its properties
from a combination of a large ground state spin (S) value and an
Ising (easy-axis) type of magnetoanisotropy (negative zero-ﬁeld
splitting parameter, D), which results in a barrier to magnetization
relaxation. The upper limit of the latter is given by S2 |D| and (S2 a
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1/4)|D| for integer and half-integer spin systems, respectively.
Although a number of SMMs have been prepared with a variety
of paramagnetic metal ions,3 manganese chemistry is still the most
fruitful source of SMMs since polynuclear manganese complexes
containing Mn3+ ions often combine large S values, with large (and
negative) D values associated with the presence of Jahn–Teller
distorted Mn3+ ions.2 For this reason, signiﬁcant efforts by groups
all over the world, have been directed during the last few years
towards the development of new synthetic routes to Mn clusters.4–12
These efforts have resulted in important achievements in Mn
cluster chemistry, including: (i) the synthesis of metal clusters with
large nuclearities, up to 84, and novel structural topologies,5,10 (ii)
clusters that display large and sometimes abnormally large ground
spin states, currently up to 83/26,11a and (iii) SMMs with large
thermodynamic barriers (U) and large effective (kinetic) barriers
(U eff ) to magnetization reversal.7 Although several classes of Mn
SMMs are now known,2,4,5a,c,d,6c,7–9,11a there is a continuing need for
new types of such molecules to improve our understanding of this
phenomenon.
Our group, has been exploring over the last few years the use of
1,3-propanediol (H2 pd) and 2-methyl-1,3-propanediol (H2 mpd) in
Mn carboxylate chemistry as a route to new polynuclear clusters
and SMMs. These ligands combine very promising features for Mn
cluster chemistry, mainly due to the ability of their two hard ROgroups to stabilize the hard Mn3+ ions and also to bridge two, three
or four metal ions leading to high nuclearity metal clusters with a
variety of structural cores. These studies have resulted in a number
of new polynuclear clusters, including a family of 3-D coordination
polymers consisting of Mn19 repeating units,9 a Mn40 Na4 loop
of loops aggregate,10 a metal cluster and two multidimensional
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010

coordination polymers based on Mn17 octahedra with large spin
ground states which in the case of the discrete cluster was found
to be S = 37,11 and Mn8 rods.12 Most of these clusters were
isolated from reactions that were involving the use of various Na+ containing salts together with H2 (m)pd ligands in the reaction
mixtures, although only the ﬁrst two compounds include Na+ ions
in their asymmetric units.
Herein we report an extension of these investigations
towards the use of various K+ -containing salts together with
H2 (m)pd ligands, which has led to compounds [Mn15 K(m4 (1)
and
[Mn15 K(m4 O)4 (O2 CEt)11 (pd)12 (py)2 ]
O)4 (O2 CEt)11 (mpd)12 (py)2 ] (2). Both complexes consist of a
supertetrahedron which is incorporated in a loop, a topology
which to the best of our knowledge appears for the ﬁrst time
in cluster chemistry. Furthermore, compound 1 has a large
ground spin state of S = 23/2 and displays hysteresis loops in
magnetization versus applied direct current (dc) magnetic ﬁeld
scans and is thus a new SMM.

Experimental
Syntheses
All manipulations were performed under aerobic conditions using
materials (reagent grade) and solvents as received; water was
distilled in-house. Mn(O2 CEt)2 ·2H2 O13 was synthesized according
to a published method. Elemental analyses (C, H, N) were
performed by the in-house facilities of the University of Florida,
Chemistry Department.

Table 1 Crystallographic data for complexes [1·0.7py·1.3MeCN] and
[2·1.1py·0.7MeCN]
[1·0.7py·1.3MeCN]
Formulaa
Mw
Crystal System
Space group
a/Å
b/Å
c/Å
a/◦
b/◦
g /◦
V /Å3
Z
T/K
l b /Å
Dc /g cm-3
m(Mo Ka)/mm-1
Reﬂections collected
Obs. reﬂ. [I > 2s(I)]
Rint
R 1 %c
wR2 d
Goodness of ﬁt on F 2
Drmax/min/e Å-3

[2·1.1py·0.7MeCN]

C85.10 H144.40 KMn15 N4 O50
2886.85
Triclinic
P1̄
14.1453(6)
20.7559(7)
21.378(1)
107.132(4)
102.343(4)
93.518(3)
5807.3(4)
2
100(2)
0.71073
1.651
1.692
78 946
9394
0.070
0.0443
0.0805
0.930
1.196/-0.520

C97.90 H168.60 KMn15 N3.80 O50
3062.17
Triclinic
P1̄
16.7239(4)
20.9456(6)
21.7298(6)
61.502(3)
81.995(2)
87.622(2)
6621.6(3)
2
100(2)
0.71073
1.536
1.488
23 200
14106
0
0.0722
0.2074
1.049
1.314/-0.849

a
b
c
Including
molecules.
Graphite monochromator.
R1 = F o |  solvent


d
2
2 2
2 2 1/2
|F c / |F o |. wR2 = [ [w(F o - F c ) ]/ [wF o ) ]] , w = 1/[s 2 (F o 2 ) +
(m·p)2 + n·p], p = [max(F o 2 ,0) + 2F c 2 ]/3, and m and n are constants.

3424(s, br), 2902(w), 2858(w), 1618(s), 1404(s), 1300(w), 1105(m),
1059(m), 627(s), 486(w).

[Mn15 K(l4 -O)4 (O2 CEt)11 (pd)12 (py)2 ] (1)

X-Ray crystallography†

Method A. To a solution of [Mn(O2 CEt)2 ]·2H2 O (0.131 g,
0.55 mmol) in a 10 : 2 ml mixture of MeCN/py was added H2 pd
(0.20 ml, 2.77 mmol) and KCN (0.036 g, 0.55 mmol). The resulting
yellowish–brown slurry was then left under magnetic stirring for
about sixteen hours. It was then ﬁltered, and the ﬁltrate was left
undisturbed at room temperature. After a few days X-ray quality
crystals of 1·0.7py·1.3MeCN appeared and were collected by
ﬁltration, washed with MeCN and dried in vacuum. The yield was
~ 39%. Elemental analysis: (%) calcd for C81.5 H139.5 N2.5 O50 KMn15
(1·0.5py): C 34.74, H 4.99, N 1.24, Found: C 34.73, H 4.76,
N 1.25. Selected IR data (KBr): ñ = 3435(s, br), 2941(w),
2853(w), 1589(w), 1414(w), 1298(w), 1094(s), 947(w), 833(w),
669(w), 604(s), 527(w).

Data were collected on an Oxford-Diffraction Xcalibur diffractometer, equipped with a CCD area detector and a graphite
monochromator utilizing Mo-Ka radiation (l = 0.71073 Å).
Suitable crystals were attached to glass ﬁbers using paratone-N
oil and transferred to a goniostat where they were cooled for
data collection. Unit cell dimensions were determined and reﬁned
by using 15 190 (3.01 ≤ q ≤ 30.53◦ ) and 21 799 (3.04 ≤ q ≤
30.28◦ ) reﬂections for 1·0.7py·1.3MeCN and 2·1.1py·0.7MeCN
respectively. Empirical absorption corrections (multi-scan based
on symmetry-related measurements) were applied using CrysAlis
RED software.14 The structures were solved by direct methods
using SIR92,15a and reﬁned on F 2 using full-matrix least squares
using SHELXL97.15b Software packages used: CrysAlis CCD14 for
data collection, CrysAlis RED14 for cell reﬁnement and data reduction, WINGX for geometric calculations,15c and DIAMOND16a
and MERCURY16b for molecular graphics. The non-H atoms were
treated anisotropically, whereas the hydrogen atoms were placed in
calculated, ideal positions and reﬁned as riding on their respective
carbon atoms. Unit cell data and structure reﬁnement details are
listed in Table 1. Full details can be found in the CIF ﬁles provided
in the ESI.†

Method B. Method A was repeated using various K+ containing salts such as KCl, KBr, KNO3 , KClO4 , KOCN or
KSCN in place of KCN. The yields were ~25%–35%. The products
were identiﬁed by IR spectral comparison with authentic material
and from unit cell determination.
[Mn15 K(l4 -O)4 (O2 CEt)11 (mpd)12 (py)2 ] (2)
Complex 2 was prepared by following a similar procedure to the
one described above with the only difference being the use of
H2 mpd instead of H2 pd. The yield was ~34%. Elemental analysis:
(%) calcd for C96 H166 N3 O50 KMn15 (2·py): C 38.11, H 5.53, N 1.39,
Found: C 37.84, H 5.44, N 1.19. Selected IR data (KBr): ñ =
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010

Physical measurements
IR spectra were recorded on KBr pellets in the 4000–400 cm-1
range using a Shimadzu Prestige-21 spectrometer. Variabletemperature DC magnetic susceptibility data down to 1.80 K were
Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 4978–4985 | 4979

collected on a Quantum Design MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer equipped with a 70 kG (7 T) DC magnet at the University of
Florida. Diamagnetic corrections were applied to the observed
paramagnetic susceptibilities using Pascal’s constants. Samples
were embedded in solid eicosane, unless otherwise stated, to
prevent torquing. AC magnetic susceptibility data were collected
on the same instrument, employing a 3.5 G ﬁeld oscillating at
frequencies up to 997 Hz. Magnetization vs. ﬁeld and temperature
data were ﬁt using the program MAGNET.17 Studies at ultralow temperatures (<1.8 K) were performed on single crystals at
Grenoble using an array of micro-SQUIDs.18 The high sensitivity
of this magnetometer allows the study of single crystals of the
order of 10 to 500 mm; the ﬁeld can be applied in any direction by
separately driving three orthogonal coils.

all the salt has reacted and the yellowish-brown slurry is ﬁltered
off. Crystals of 1·0.7py·1.3MeCN and 2·1.1py·0.7MeCN were
formed when the ﬁltrates were left undisturbed for a few days.
Both complexes are mixed valent, containing Mn2+ , Mn3+ and
Mn4+ ions. Note, that although we used a Mn2+ -containing starting
material in the synthesis, the reaction products contain not only
Mn2+ but also several Mn3+ and one Mn4+ ions; we believe that
the Mn3+/4+ ions were formed upon oxidation of the Mn2+ ions by
atmospheric O2 , a process widely found in manganese chemistry.12
The oxidation in this case was base-assisted, since the reaction
solution contained a large amount of pyridine. The formation of
compounds 1 and 2 is summarized in eqn (1) (L = pd2- or mpd2- ).
15Mn(O2 CEt)2 + 12H2 L + KCN + 2py + 3O2 →
[Mn15 K(l4 -O)4 (O2 CEt)11 (L)12 (py)2 ] + 19EtCOOH + HCN
+ 2H2 O

(1)

Results and discussion
Syntheses

Description of structures

As was mentioned above, our group has been investigating the
use of the H2 pd and H2 mpd ligands in Mn carboxylate chemistry.
During these investigations we have widely employed various Na+ containing salts in the Mn/H2 (m)pd reaction mixtures. These
investigations were expanded to the systematic study of the use
of a combination of various Na+ -containing salts and H2 (m)pd
ligands in Mn carboxylate chemistry, after the isolation of two
new 3-D coordination polymers based on the [Mn19 Na(m4 -O)9 (m3 O)(m3 -OH)3 (O2 CMe)9 (L)9 (H2 O)3 ](OH) (L = pd2- , mpd2- ) repeating unit.9 The results of these studies were a large [Mn40 Na4 (m3 O)8 (O2 CMe)52 (pd)24 (py)8 ] loop consisting of four Mn10 loops
linked through Na+ ions10 and also numerous other compounds
which do not contain Na+ ions in their asymmetric unit.11,12
An obvious extension of these investigations involved the use
of various K+ -containing salts in Mn/H2 (m)pd chemistry. These
experiments resulted in a new family of Mn15 clusters consisting
of a supertetrahedron incorporated in a loop. Thus, the reaction
of [Mn(O2 CEt)2 ]·2H2 O with H2 pd and KCN in a 1 : 5 : 1 ratio in
MeCN : py (10 : 2 ml) resulted in the formation of brown crystals
of 1·0.7py·1.3MeCN in ~39% yield. The choice of KCN as a K+
source was made because it also contains CN- groups that can act
as both bridging and terminal ligands in Mn cluster chemistry.19
However compound 1 does not contain neither coordinated nor
lattice CN- groups. In order, to determine whether KCN plays an
additional role in this reaction apart from the provision of K+ ions
the same reaction was repeated with the use of other K+ -containing
salts. Thus, compound 1 was also isolated in ~25–35% yields by
following the same reaction procedure with the only difference
being the use of KCl, KBr, KNO3 , KClO4 , KOCN or KSCN,
instead of KCN. The analogous reaction, using H2 mpd instead
of H2 pd was also performed, resulting in the formation of brown
crystals of complex 2·1.1py·0.7MeCN in 34% yield. Although all
the reactions took place in organic solvents (MeCN/py), where
some of the above mentioned K+ -containing salts are nearly
insoluble, we should note that the solvents were used as received
and contain small amounts of water; thus the K+ - containing salts
are slightly soluble in these solvent systems. The K+ -containing
salt that dissolves reacts rapidly, more salt then dissolves and the
colour of the reaction mixture changes to darker yellow-brown
as the reaction proceeds. After ~16 h of magnetic stirring almost

The molecular structure of complex 1 is presented in Fig. 1 and
selected interatomic distances are listed in Table 2. Bond valence
sum (BVS) calculations for the metal ions of 1 are given in Table 3.
The crystal structures of 1 and 2 present a striking similarity and
thus only that of 1 will be described here; structural ﬁgures and
tables with selected interatomic distances and BVS calculations for
the metal ions of 2 are provided in the supporting information.†
Compound [1·0.7py·1.3MeCN] crystallizes in the triclinic P1̄
space group. Its crystal structure reveals that 1 (Fig. 1) is a
mixed valent complex that contains four MnII , ten MnIII and
one MnIV ions, as determined by bond valence sum (BVS)
calculations (Table 3), charge considerations and inspection of
metric parameters. All ﬁfteen Mn ions are in a distorted octahedral
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Fig. 1 Molecular structure of complex 1. Colour code: MnII , purple;
MnIII , blue; MnIV , dark blue; K, yellow; O, red; N, green; C, grey. Hydrogen
atoms have been omitted for clarity.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010

Table 2 Selected interatomic distances (Å) for complex 1
K+ –O
Mn2+ –O
Mn3+ –O
Mn4+ –O
Mn2+ –N

2.695(3)–3.003(4)
2.078(3)–2.346(3)
1,862(3)–2.445(3)
1.877(3)–1.910(3)
2.222(5)–2.230(5)

Table 3 Bond valence sum (BVS)a , b calculations for complex 1

Mn1
Mn2
Mn3
Mn4
Mn5
Mn6
Mn7
Mn8
Mn9
Mn10
Mn11
Mn12
Mn13
Mn14
Mn15
a
b

MnII

MnIII

MnIV

1.94
4.25
1.90
3.25
3.25
3.24
3.35
3.19
3.26
2.04
3.25
3.29
2.02
3.28
3.16

1.78
3.89
1.74
2.97
2.98
2.96
3.06
2.92
2.98
1.94
2.97
3.01
1.92
3.00
2.89

1.87
4.08
1.83
3.12
3.13
3.11
3.21
3.06
3.13
2.00
3.12
3.16
1.98
3.15
3.04

The bold value is the one closest to the charge for which it was calculated.
The oxidation state is the nearest whole number to the bold value.

geometry with the ten MnIII ions displaying the expected Jahn–
Teller elongations, although these are not co-parallel. The core of 1
(Fig. 2) consists of a Mn11 loop (Fig. 2, bottom, right) and a Mn9 K
supertetrahedron (Fig. 2, bottom, left) sharing a Mn5 triangle. The
eight Mn ions of the supertetrahedron are placed in two stacked
isosceles triangles with the ninth one being in the apex position.
Its base consists of four MnIII ions and one MnII ion located at
the corners and the edges of an isosceles triangle, and a K+ lying
~1.38 Å from one of the sides of the triangle. The second triangle
comprises of two MnIII and one MnIV ions, whereas at the apex of
the supertetrahedron is a MnII ion. The Mn9 K unit is held together
by four m4 -O2- bridges resulting in a [MnIV MnIII 6 MnII 2 KI O4 ]19+
core (Fig. 2, bottom, left) that contains metal ions in oxidation
states ranging from +1 to +4. The peripheral ligation of the
supertetrahedron is completed by six pd2- and four propionate
ligands. The Mn11 loop consists of a Mn6 semicircle and the Mn5
basal triangle of the supertetrahedron described above (Fig. 2,
bottom, right). The four MnIII and two MnII ions of the semicircle
are linked through ﬁve propionate and two pd2- ligands and also
one RO- arm of four more pd2- . The second arm of the latter and
two propionate ligands connect the Mn6 semicircle with the Mn5
triangle. The peripheral ligation of the Mn6 semicircle is completed
by two terminal pyridine molecules. The Mn11 loop surrounds a
K+ ion which is connected to the Mn15 unit through two m4 -O2ligands and four Opropionate atoms (the K–O bond lengths range from
2.695(3)–3.003(4) Å) adopting a distorted octahedral geometry
(Fig. 3, right).
All propanediol and propionate ligands are fully deprotonated
as determined by BVS calculations, charge considerations and
inspection of metric parameters. Ten pd2- ligands bridge two
MnIII ions and one MnII ion in a h2 :h2 :m3 fashion whereas the
remaining two bridge one MnII , two MnIII and one MnIV ions in
a h2 :h3 :m4 fashion (Fig. 3, left). In addition, nine of the EtCOOThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010

Fig. 2 Partially labelled representations of: (top) the metallic skeleton
of complex 1 (the gold line connecting the Mn ions is to emphasize the
topology of 1), (bottom, left) the central manganese oxide core of the
Mn9 K supertetrahedron and (bottom, right) the Mn–O core of the Mn11
loop. Colour code: MnII , purple; MnIII , blue; MnIV , dark blue; K, yellow;
O, red.

Fig. 3 Representations of: (left) the coordination modes of the pd2ligands and (right) the distorted octahedral geometry around the K+ ion,
of complex 1. The gold line connecting the O atoms is to emphasize the
octahedral topology of the K+ ion. Colour code: MnII , purple; MnIII , blue;
MnIV , dark blue; K+ , yellow; O, red; C, grey.

ligands bridge in syn,syn-h1 :h1 :m2 , h2 :h1 :m3 and h2 :h2 :m4 modes
respectively and the remaining two act as bidentate chelates.
A close examination of the packing of 1 reveals the parallel
Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 4978–4985 | 4981

alignment of the molecules. Although there are no signiﬁcant
intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interactions, the Mn15 aggregates are in relatively close proximity, since the shortest Mn ◊ ◊ ◊ Mn
separation between different Mn15 units is ~7.26 Å (Mn2 ◊ ◊ ◊ Mn1¢).
As mentioned above, compound 2 is very similar to 1 with the main
difference being the existence of mpd2- ligand instead of pd2- .
Compounds 1 and 2 join a very small family of pentadecanuclear Mn complexes,20 and possess a structural topology
that appears for the ﬁrst time in metal cluster chemistry. In
addition, their two sub-units also display interesting structural
features. For example, the Mn9 K unit possesses a beautiful and
unusual supertetrahedral structural core which has appeared only
a few times before in Mn cluster chemistry.21 Note that the
Mn9 K core (Fig. 2, bottom, left) of 1 and 2 display signiﬁcant
differences compared to those of the known compounds including:
(i) the existence of a heterometal (K) in the M10 units, (ii) a
slightly different structural topology, associated with the presence
of the K+ ion which results in a signiﬁcant distortion of the
supertetrahedral topology and (iii) different oxidation states of the
Mn ions, etc. In addition, the structural topology of the second
sub-unit of 1 and 2, i.e. the Mn11 loop, is unknown in discrete form.
In fact, the isolation of a discrete Mn11 loop would be particularly
attractive since it would be a very rare example of an odd numbered
loop22 and the ﬁrst undecanuclear ring.

existence of dominant ferromagnetic exchange interactions in 1.
In addition, the maximum of 60.09 cm3 mol-1 K at 6.5 K suggests
that 1 possesses a relatively large spin ground state value of S =
21/2 or 23/2; the spin-only (g = 2) values for S = 21/2 and 23/2 are
60.375 and 71.875 cm3 mol-1 K, respectively. The small decrease at
low temperatures (< 6.5 K) is likely due to zero-ﬁeld splitting
(ZFS), Zeeman effects from the applied ﬁeld, and/or weak
intermolecular interactions. Given the size of the Mn15 molecule
and the resulting number of inequivalent exchange constants, it
is not possible to apply the Kambe method to determine the
individual pairwise exchange interaction parameters between the
Mn ions, and direct matrix diagonalization methods are also
computationally unfeasible.
To determine the ground state of 1, magnetization (M) versus
dc ﬁeld measurements were made on restrained samples in the
magnetic ﬁeld (H) and temperature ranges of 1.8–10.0 K and
1.0–70.0 kG (0.1–7 T). The resulting data are shown in Fig. 5 as
a reduced magnetization (M/Nmb ) versus H/T plot, where N is
Avogadro’s number and mB is the Bohr magneton. The data were
ﬁt using the program MAGNET,17 which assumes that only the
ground state is populated at these temperatures, includes axial
zero-ﬁeld splitting (DŜz 2 ) and isotropic Zeeman interactions with
the applied ﬁeld, and carries out a full powder average. The
corresponding Hamiltonian is given by eqn (2)
H = DŜz 2 + gmB m0 ŜH

Magnetochemistry
Dc magnetic susceptibility studies
Solid-state, variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed on a vacuum-dried microcrystalline sample
of 1·0.5py, which was suspended in eicosane to prevent torquing.
The dc magnetic susceptibility (c M ) data were collected in the
temperature range of 5.0–300 K, in a 0.1 T magnetic ﬁeld and
are plotted as c M T vs. T in Fig. 4. The c M T value at 300 K is
49.36 cm3 mol-1 K and is almost equal to the spin-only (g = 2)
value of 49.375 cm3 mol-1 K expected for a [Mn15 ] unit comprising
four MnII , ten MnIII and one MnIV non-interacting ions. The c M T
value then increases gradually with decreasing temperature to a
maximum of 60.09 cm3 mol-1 K at 6.5 K, before decreasing to
59.18 cm3 mol-1 K at 5.0 K. This behaviour is indicative of the

Fig. 4 Plot of c M T vs. T for 1·0.5py.
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(2)

where D is the axial anisotropy, Ŝz is the easy-axis spin operator,
g is the electronic g factor, m0 is the vacuum permeability, and H
is the applied ﬁeld. However, we could not get an acceptable ﬁt
using data collected over the whole ﬁeld range, which is a common
problem caused by the existence of low-lying excited states or/and
intermolecular interactions. As has been described elsewhere on
multiple occasions for mixed valence Mn clusters5c,6c,9,23 a common
solution to this problem is to use only data collected at low ﬁelds.
Indeed, a reasonable ﬁt of the reduced magnetization data could
be achieved when data collected in ﬁelds only up to 3 T were
employed. The ﬁt is shown as the solid line in Fig. 5 and the ﬁt
parameters were S = 23/2, D = -0.071(2) cm-1 and g = 1.92(1),
slightly less than 2.0 as expected for mixed valent complexes

Fig. 5 Plot of reduced magnetization (M/Nmb ) vs. H/T for 1·0.5py at
applied ﬁelds of 0.1–3.0 T and in the 1.8–10 K temperature range. The
solid lines are the ﬁt of the data. See text for details.
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containing MnIII and/or MnIV ions.6c,19a,23a,b Attempts were also
made to ﬁt the data assuming a S = 21/2 spin ground state, since
this value was also suggested together with the S = 23/2 from the
variable temperature dc magnetic susceptibility data; however the
resulting ﬁts were of poorer quality and gave too large g values
(>2.04) for Mn clusters.
As has been described in the past,5b,d,9-11,23 ac susceptibility
studies provide a powerful complement to dc studies for determining the ground state of a system because they preclude any
complications arising from the presence of a dc ﬁeld. We thus
carried out detailed ac studies on complex 1 in order to determine
independently its ground state S and also to detect the slow
magnetization relaxation suggestive of SMM behaviour.
Ac magnetic susceptibility studies
Alternating current susceptibility data were collected in the 1.8–
15 K range using a 3.5 G ac ﬁeld oscillating at frequencies in
the 50–997 Hz range. If the magnetization vector can relax fast
enough to keep up with the oscillating ﬁeld, then there is no
imaginary (out-of-phase) susceptibility signal (c¢¢M ), and the real
(in-phase) susceptibility (c¢M ) is equal to the dc susceptibility. The
c¢M T extrapolated from a temperature high enough to avoid the
effects of any weak intermolecular interactions or slow relaxation,
to 0 K (where only the ground state would be populated) should
thus be in agreement with c¢M T = (g2 /8)S(S + 1) where S is
the ground state of the compound. However, if the barrier to
magnetization relaxation is signiﬁcant compared to the thermal
energy (kT), then c¢M decreases and there is a non-zero c¢¢M . Such
frequency-dependent c¢¢M signals are a characteristic signature of
the superparamagnetic-like properties of a SMM.
For complex 1 the in-phase signal (c¢M , plotted as c¢M T vs. T,
Fig. 6) increases slightly from ~61.3 at 15 K to ~65.3 cm3 mol-1 K
at 6 K and then decreases rapidly at temperatures lower than
6 K. The small increase of the c¢M T values is most likely due to
depopulation of excited states with spin S smaller than that of
the ground state. The rapid decrease of the c¢M T below ~6 K is
due to the ZFS and weak intermolecular interactions. In addition,
below ~2.8 K there is a frequency-dependent decrease in c¢M T and

a concomitant appearance of frequency-dependent c¢¢M signals
(electronic supplementary information†); only the beginnings of
peaks appear above 1.8 K, the peak maxima clearly lying at lower
temperatures. Extrapolation to 0 K of c¢M T from values above
6 K, to avoid complications from effects such as intermolecular
interactions and ZFS at lower temperatures gives a value of
~67.5 cm3 mol-1 K, which indicates a ground spin state of S =
23/2 with g ~1.94, in satisfying agreement with the results of the dc
magnetization ﬁts above. In contrast, S = 21/2 ground state would
be expected to give values of slightly less than 60.4 cm3 mol-1 K,
i.e. signiﬁcantly smaller than the one obtained from the ac studies
of 1·0.5py. We now can return back in the variable temperature dc
magnetic susceptibility studies and rationalize the small value (for
a S = 23/2 system) of the maximum of 60.09 cm3 mol-1 K at 6.5 K
on the basis of the existence of populated low-lying excited states
at this temperature and magnetic ﬁeld with spin S smaller than
that of the ground state in agreement with the conclusion from the
ac magnetic susceptibility studies.
Magnetization versus dc ﬁeld hysteresis studies
The observation of out-of-phase ac signals suggested that 1 might
be a new SMM, although such signals by themselves are not
proof of a SMM.10 To conﬁrm whether 1 is indeed a SMM,
magnetization versus dc ﬁeld scans were carried out on a single
crystal of 1·0.7py·1.3MeCN using a micro-SQUID apparatus.18
The obtained magnetization versus applied dc ﬁeld responses are
plotted in Fig. 7, showing both the temperature dependence at
0.017 T s-1 and the scan rate dependence at 0.04 K. Hysteresis
loops were observed below ~0.6 K, whose coercivities increase
with decreasing temperature and increasing ﬁeld sweep rate, as
expected for the superparamagnetic-like properties of a SMM. The
data thus conﬁrm complex 1·0.7py·1.3MeCN to be a new addition
to the family of SMMs, with a blocking temperature (T B ) of
~0.6 K, above which there is no hysteresis. The hysteresis loops
contain a large step at zero ﬁeld, which we assign to groundstate QTM through the anisotropy barrier via the lowest lying
M S = ±23/2 levels of the S = 23/2 manifold. In other parts
of the hysteresis loops, there are no clear steps characteristic of
QTM; this behaviour is typical for large SMMs, which are more
susceptible to step-broadening effects associated with low-lying
excited states, intermolecular interactions, and distributions of
local environments due to ligand and solvent disorder.5a,c,d,6c,8b,9,23c
Magnetization versus time decay data were collected on a
single crystal of 1·0.7py·1.3MeCN in order to obtain a more
quantitative assessment of the magnetization relaxation dynamics.
The sample’s magnetization was ﬁrst saturated in one direction
at ~5 K with a large applied dc ﬁeld, the temperature was then
decreased to a chosen value, and then the ﬁeld was removed and
the magnetization decay was monitored with time. The results are
shown in Fig. 8 for the 0.04–0.6 K range. Attempts were made
to calculate the relaxation rate at the different temperatures, to
construct an Arrhenius plot and ﬁt the data based on eqn (3)
t = t 0 exp(U eff /kT)

Fig. 6 Plot of the in-phase (c¢M ) (as c¢M T) ac magnetic susceptibility
versus T for 1·0.5py at the indicated frequencies.
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(3)

where t 0 is the pre-exponential factor, U eff is the effective relaxation barrier and k is the Boltzmann constant. However, we
were unable to obtain a reasonable ﬁtting most likely because
1·0.7py·1.3MeCN does not follow the Arrhenius law, due to
Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 4978–4985 | 4983

Conclusions
The present work provides a further conﬁrmation of the ability
of H2 pd and H2 mpd ligands to lead to beautiful polynuclear
Mn clusters. So far, apart from 1 and 2, the use of H2 pd and
H2 mpd has resulted in four more families of Mn clusters some
of which display large nuclearities, new structural topologies and
interesting magnetic properties.9-12 Compounds 1 and 2 were the
initial results from an extension of our investigations to the use
of various K+ -containing salts together with H2 pd and H2 mpd
ligands in Mn carboxylate chemistry. The two Mn15 clusters consist
of a supertetrahedron that is incorporated in a loop, a structural
topology that appears for the ﬁrst time in metal cluster chemistry.
Magnetism studies revealed that 1 possesses a relatively large spin
ground state of S = 23/2 and display SMM behaviour. Further
studies on the use of Mn+ -containing salts (M = alkali metal ion,
n = 1; M = alkaline earth metal ion, n = 2) together with H2 pd and
H2 mpd ligands are in progress and these results will be reported
in due course.
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Fig. 7 Magnetization (M) vs. applied magnetic ﬁeld (m0 H) hysteresis
loops for a single crystal of 1·0.7py·1.3MeCN (top) at the indicated
temperatures and a ﬁxed ﬁeld sweep rate of 0.017 T s-1 and (bottom)
at the indicated ﬁeld sweep rates and a constant temperature of 0.04 K. M
is normalized to its saturation value, M S .

Fig. 8 Magnetization (M) vs. time decay plots in zero dc ﬁeld for a
single crystal of 1·0.7py·1.3MeCN. The magnetization is normalized to its
saturation value, M S .
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